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(:04) Talk about the decontamination of Fukushima waters with Gans and Nano 

materials. (:08) Talk about the construction of reactors. (:11) Being careful about the 

reactors, because they did not put any reactor to work yet. (:14) Come back to talk about 

Fukushima decontamination. (:16) Marek make a Summary about the Fukushima 

decontamination. (:37) Armen talks about the control of reactors. They did not test yet, 

and when they do this they will share pictures. (:44). Keshe comes in. Mr. Keshe 

explains about the whole structures (of Gans and Nano Materiasl). Do to different layers 

wich is produced in the sphere you get layering of the same material, but do to Gans 

being independent MaGrav Fields Spheres you create different MaGrav Spheres in 

different layers within the sphere. Originally now the main field strength will sit on the 

bottom. When the material is fulled filled in then the control move to the center of the 

sphere. So the whole Plasma of all the Gans materials becomes Plasma of a bigger 

structure in one unit. For the time being the Gravitational field of the Earth wich is 

bellow is affecting the Spheres slightly, but as this core was built this morning, the water 

was separate from the material and at certain point when we manage to fill it up all with 

the same material the Plasma center moves to the center of the sphere and the materials 

becomes <audio break>. Each Gans material is a sphere of balance of MaGrav, so each 

Gans material is a sphere of its on (??). The connection with the next Gans is not trough 

electronic but trough MaGrav of the same strength. So what happens is, a person who 

makes the contact with this sphere because it is made of CuO2 and CuO2 is part of the 

structure our body, when you touch the material the material the sphere the protein of 

your fingerprint makes the contact and connection with the sphere, with the material in 

the sphere. You make a link with this sphere, whoever touch this sphere makes a 

connection. So this how in the future we can have different operators running systems. 

(:47). The reason I built this reactor, or computer system, this is exactly copy of the 

structure of the Brain. There is no wires in it, but in time different parts of the system will 

start to accept different responsibilities. If you cut the Brain in half you will se that there 

are not different materials, but different densities of the same material, this structure will 

go trough the same process. So as the structures changes in different densities, different 

responsibilities is accepted. In our Brain, as a Human Being … Because of the weight of 

our body, where the main Brain sits, our Emotional part sits in the main Brain section, 

very small part. Then the rest of the Brain is Phisical and connected with the Emotional 

and the Physical. With this system the Emotional Part will move to the center, and the P 

will move to the outer part. In the process of producing this material, I think you have 

seen some pictures in the past, there are channels created and the hollow Magnetic field 

center is created, when these materials were being processed in the past few weeks, so 

you have seen the M fields on, what you call the black hole or Principal Hole in the 

center of the material. Now this principal hole will move into the center of this sphere, so 

in a way what you look at in this picture is the first wireless computer control system, this 

has being in Microsoft and other companies, now this is a reality. It is a Zero time 

communication, because the body create M fields in the same length and strength, so 

from now on what you think will be automatically transferred to the motion within the 

structure of your reactors if you wish of direction of motion. (:50) This 3D non wireless 

computer, or control system now is a reality. Part of this operation was showed in 



Fukushima, in the test of Yukako in Japan. People did not understand because people do 

not understand the whole totality. This test is a change in the whole concept of nuclear 

technology and contamination. You will see the graphics, Marek is working on it very 

professionally. This is the first time that KF is putting scientifically this out, thanks for 

the knowledge seekers. You will understand a lot of thins, understand the figures. In one 

of the test we see reduction, and when we put CO2 we see increasing some numbers. You 

can reduce the radioactive material to become of a lower order. Keshe talks about the 

reduction of Uranium and Plutonium. We asked the question for the government: Why 

such a high level of Plutonium in the water in the fire station? This bring a lot of political 

situation, but brings something good, means that any nation that is building nuclear 

power station they are all involved in the production of Plutonium. Not crucify one 

nation. (:54) This brings one thing. How can you produce CO2 in a gans state that makes 

all the radioactive materials non-radioactive? You can not have radioactive material even 

having Plutonium, now we see no Gamma radioactive in this container. We know that 

Cesium have a lifetime of 30 years, so how can in a matter of seconds change radioactive 

(high) into a non radioactive source. This goes to Gans materials. You have to realize the 

way you see the pictures in the lab. When you convert the Gas CO2 in Gans CO2 you 

release energy, that is why the light is running in the lab. Because the material becomes 

MaGrav balanced, an at the same time the energy in the water released, in conjunction 

with the H and O in the water, plus the N that is crossing, is producing fat (protein). This 

protein went to the lab. If we measure in the container of the water will be transferred 

into gases or energy that we can use, the same happens to Gans of CO2. In these waters 

we have Gans of Radioactive materials which are in balance. We have not change the 

material to radioactive to non-radioactive but the same as CO2 we changed the material 

to Gans, now Gans of Cesium in balance in his energy has become non-radioactive. Now 

we can carry materials with us that can be use in the space in a non-radioactive position, 

and then later on changed them if you wish to radioactive material. But this brings one 

thing to the world of science, No Materials can be dangerous to Human Beings. (:57) 

Radioactive is not a problem anymore! They do not want to work with us because they 

have different agenda. (:59) In Fukushima we want to know how much of the material 

became Gamma ray safe and Alpha-Beta ray safe. Keshe says that they are open the 

doors for the cancers patients from Fukushima. (1:03) With Cancer we do the same as we 

do in the radioactive material, the cancer can be there but not as a malign cancer. We can 

use the CO2 to eliminate most part of the cancer in respect to the radiation that generate 

it. (1:07) We made the decision to open the International Knowledge seekers to the 

world. Keshe explains how to be a student of Keshe Foundation. (1:20) We offer our 

technology for the prince of Belgium if the situation get critical (he is in coma). (1:23) 

The 3D system is a zero time communication line, what you transfer to it, you transfer to 

another system. With this system you communicate with zero time throughout the world. 

You can be in another planet and you can have zero time communication in space. These 

are the teachings that we are going to give very soon. This System, this sphere does not 

need anything, is a living entity. It absorbs from the environment what it needs and feeds 

the environment what it needs. So, is pure, is clean. The people who interact with this 

system, if they are coming with a pure heart and they are in the same MaGrav 

which is pure THEY WILL SEE THE LIGHT! Very much the way I had always 

explained, the MaGrav field of the Earth in interaction with the MaGrav of the Sun 



creates the day light, when you reach the purity of the ball you will interact, and you will 

see the light. That is the reason that I put the light behind it as you can see in the picture, 

because your life will be much stronger then this light, when you reach the maturity. The 

condition of this ball is, because it doesn’t need anything it doesn’t fight for anything. 

Peace will become part of the people when they interact with these systems. This is what 

I call the ball of the Truth! You can not lie. When all the knowledge seekers sit around it 

with sincerity and one goal they will see the light, because each one knows what each 

other thinks, because they know the color each one in respect to each other. Is like the 

light of the Sun that we can see in this planet, the light is slightly different in another 

planet. (1:30) The fat in the surface of your cup (of Gans), if you just touch it you will 

have energy fro the whole day. There is no need for no man to go hungry. (1:33) 

Thousands of people building the reactors. Keshe talks about the plan to try to murder 

him and his wife. (1:38) Rick talk about Nano Coating other materials as sand. (1:40) 

Question: Are the Gans indestructible? Keshe answer: No, let me explain this. It is about 

to be able to change the Gans to the structure of the environment where you want it to be. 

You DON’T destroy anything. The question was about environment protection and about 

dumping the Gans of CO2 in the environment. Keshe says: Why are you dumping them, 

you do not need to dump them. There are so much applications for the Gans of CO2. If 

we extract too much Gans of CO2 there will be more disaster them global warming. 

These materials can be used as a fertilizer. You just produce CO2 when you need it! 

What happened to the planet when there was so much CO2 with the salt water of the seas, 

the gases converted into protein and into O, the O of this planet came from the 

conversion of CO2. Like the cows when they eat the grass and convert them into protein, 

and now we want to cut off the cows. We don’t need to dump anything. When you 

convert CO2 put a cap on it, on the top of your system and measure the amount of O you 

are producing. This is the test we are going to do on the Fukushima material that are 

coming. (1:46) The question continues… The CO2 in the soil will decompose with the 

time? Keshe answer: No, it remains as CO2. The only way we have seen Gans changing 

to Gas, all it does is go back to CO2 again when you burn it. It will stay forever in the 

land. So the way to safely discharge the CO2 is burning? When you burn it you put the 

CO2 to it’s original state, gas. We took the energy and we showed as a light, in our body 

we take the energy of matter to gans and it became the heat to our body. So when we put 

the energy in its specifically place by burning will go back to gas again. The guy talks 

about FDA put people in jail if a person get treatment of cancer without FDA approve. 

Keshe talks about FDA corruption system. (1:57) The question continues: The CO2 Gans 

will be absorbed by the plant as a nutrient? Keshe answer: No, it becomes the tool to 

attract the M field of the H and N, which the water needs for energy. The reason you 

water the plant is to allow the N to became active. To active to create energy to relase the 

H. CO2 is the medium to do the job, it does not become the food. This is why wheat and 

other things have such high levels of protein. CO2 is part of the combination of AA, C, 

N, H, O. This is the reason we have meat as protein, because that conversion has done. 

You have understand the totality. If you look how different soil create different roots and 

fruits, because the condition which is created allows the absorption. If use the CuO2 gans 

your plant absorbs something else. (1:59) Questioner: So the presence of Gans will 

facilitate for the plant the absortion of all the nutrients? Keshe answer: Yes. Bravo! Now 

we understand the intermediates in this planet. So the more Gans we have in the soil 



better is for the plantation? Keshe answer: He talk about a report about the amount of 

Gans for seeds and plants, because what happens is that the plant receives a lot of N and 

the O and water from the moisture of the environment it goes “fat”. You get bigger 

harvest. We will answer this in the coming times. We understand this because the 

MaGrav of the O and C, N sits in btw it is enough to attracts N, the N who becomes 

attached with the CO2 which becomes the food for the plant. Find a way to create a 

fertilizer. 59% of the air we breath is N and CO2 C is 12 and O 16, and in the MaGrav 

bonds of the Gans they attract 14 which is btw the two, because the N becomes close to it 

and get attracted to it, the way we’ve done in Fukushima, it gets pulled by the plant. You 

can not over feed the plant with N in the fertilizes, it will take what it needs. This is what 

I say in nature you take the much as you need when we need it. At the same time when 

you have the N as we seen in the bubbles, you create a special protein, that protein 

releases the H with his presence becomes the water, the moisture in the air for the plant. 

So the plant not only feed itself trough N process to release the H for the energy it 

absorbs it’s own water from the moisture of the air. We don’t do any magic, now we 

understand the process. (2:04) Question: Ask about the containers that did not capture 

Gans. And the second question is about if you want Ch4 Gans, how you change 

conditions to get this? Keshe: depends of the material you use and what is available to 

you. This goes back to our nuclear physicist trying to make a formula for you. But it is 

not a chemical reaction, you have to understand what creates the MaGrav field of the 

material which you want. Keshe talks about creating gold from fresh air. You understand 

the condition before you create it. The problem is that we want to find something to do 

something, but if we know what we want we create the condition for that. The difference 

btw CO2 and CH4, is simple, they have different numbers of electrons and different 

atomic structure. I don’t see the atomic structure, but I see what MaGrav accommodate 

each other. Keshe talks about an experiment that he did with high pressure, that he 

expected to create protein, and he created a lot of fat. Keshe says he will show the reactor 

in public. (2:13) Keshe talks to Brad share his experiments to teach us. Question about 

sleep walking. Keshe says that sleep walking is very easy, you don’t sleep walk, it is a 

different state of mind. You have to understand the structure of the Brain, btw the E and 

P. in this case the P is active and the E is disabled. One of Keshe sons did this, he went to 

the fridge to go to the toilet and he had to understand the process. (2:18) Rick asks about 

the Brain being the control mechanism on the craft, being more emotion and sense 

apparatus then thinking… Keshe says yes, and that he will explain this in the future. 

Keshe gives the example of sense somebody when enter in the room, it is a zero time 

communication. Rick asks if Nano Coating is super sensitive to human fields. Keshe says 

that it is not sensitive is beyond matter. In these workshop we speak very generally, the 

general talk is over we are going to be very specific, to detail teaching. (2:27) Keshe talks 

about people who wants to go there to the Foundation and learn there. 

 


